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Wilson Template
Accelerator Package
for Elite 3E
Save time and reduce the cost when
preparing billing documents

Customize prebuilt best-practice templates
created for the digital era
Solution formatting is one of the more time-consuming and diversified aspects
of template development. Traditionally, this effort could take upwards of several
hundred consulting hours to engage a service provider, scope out what’s needed,
and develop the templates for a complete solution. The Wilson Template Accelerator
package for Elite 3E offers a better way.
Wilson Allen is a longtime certified services provider for 3E with extensive 3E
Templates expertise. We’ve applied this experience to the most widely used billing
templates: invoices, proformas, billing statements, and more (see Figure 1).
TEMPLATE

OPTIONS

HIGHLIGHTS

SINGLE INVOICE

y Multiple formatting accelerators
y 45+ template options
y Shared components

y Enable hyperlinks for
enhanced workflow
y Multi-payor support
y Multi-currency and multi-language
support

GROUP INVOICE

y 45+ template options
y Shared components

y Custom matter summary page
y Enable hyperlinks for
enhanced workflow

PROFORMA

y Multiple formatting accelerators
y Bookmarks enable quick review

y Standard distribution workflows
y Info-only nonbillable and pro bono
support
y Integrations with Wilson Proforma
Tracker

BILLING STATEMENTS

y Payor billing statement
y Client billing statement
y Matter billing statement

y Shared components
y Two options for level of detail

OTHER

y
y
y
y

Checks and remittance
Collection statements
Electronic bills
Electronic checks and Positive Pay

y Dynamic formatting
y Multiple collection letters/emails
y Integrated distribution setup in 3E

Figure 1: Standard templates serve as a starting point for simplified customization

Key Benefits

y

Leverage built-in best
practices to reduce time,
cost, and effort to build
billing templates

y

Fewer consulting hours and
ability to put templates into
use more quickly

y

Increased data integrity by
ability to view and adjust
data converted to 3E sooner

y

Improved understanding of
solution functionality and
shortened learning curve
by accessing a software
requirement specification
documents

y

Enhanced productivity by
enabling use of hyperlinks
and PDF bookmarks for
dynamic workflows

y

More efficient template
customization through
shared components rather
than singular updates

How Wilson Template Accelerator saves time and cost

Why Wilson Allen

The package incorporates accelerators
we’ve developed over many years of
working with firms to build custom
templates. The result is a set of
extremely dynamic and flexible
templates that cut down on service
hours and enable you to put billing
documents into use more quickly.

Professional services firms worldwide
rely on Wilson Allen for Elite software
services. Our team of 3E Templates
experts has successfully completed
more than 50 3E Templates
implementations and countless
custom bill templates for clients.

turning on cell shading, table outlines,
underlines and margins have been
designed to enable global updates
across the templates. Formatting and
layout updates that once took hours
now take minutes to complete.

Traditionally, the personalization of
a firm’s templates has been one of
the more time-consuming aspects of
building out templates. This is not the
case with the the accelerator package.
Multiple formatting accelerators such as

EXAMPLE
TEMPLATE TYPES

The templates can be installed and
set up in your 3E environment for
immediate use. No waiting time means
you’re able to view data in 3E faster
on your templates. This in turn makes
it easier for your firm to evaluate data
converted to 3E so you can make
adjustments as needed.

Call on us to help you:

HOURS TO BUILD
TRADITIONALLY

WITH WILSON

SINGLE INVOICE

200 +

2

GROUP INVOICE

40

2

PROFORMA

80

2

BILLING STATEMENTS

60

2

380 – 400 + hours

8 hours

TOTAL

Understanding your templates
The accelerator package offers fully
defined SRS documents that explain
how each template is designed and built,
and from where the data originates. The
SRS documents can be used as a billing
guide for training materials during user
acceptance testing and after go live
to shorten the learning curve for your
finance team.

Future-proofing your
templates today
Our standard templates are designed
with many features for the digital era.
By adding hyperlinks, PDF bookmarks,
and enhanced workflow functionality,
the templates are ready for electronic
sharing and touchscreen platforms so

Wilson Allen is also a certified
implementation partner for 3E.
Certification assures you that you’ll
receive expert-level service and support
when you engage us for Elite software
services.

your team can be more productive. Our
team of 3E Templates experts can also
help your firm integrate ever-evolving
business workflows into your templates.

•

Enhance your entire experience
using Elite software

•

Improve insight into key
performance indicators

•

Streamline your software
implementations, mergers,
conversions, and upgrades

•

Increase end-user competency
and reduce total cost of ownership

•

Improve processes and
maximize efficiency

•

Create custom reports, interfaces,
templates, and workflow

What the package includes
The package is available as a fixedfee rapid delivery project. Select the
templates of your choice for immediate
install. We offer strategy sessions to
review any required customizations
and accurately determine the number
of service hours required for those
customizations. Through this offering,
your templates are available right
away in a pilot environment or they
can be installed in parallel for firms
that already have existing 3E Template
solutions, such as Word Designer or
Crystal Reports.

To learn more about how Wilson Allen can help you streamline the creation of billing documents, please visit us online
at www.wilsonallen.com, call us at +1 484-422-0010, or e-mail us at info@wilsonallen.com.

